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Abstract

Resonant metasurfaces are devices composed of nanostructured subwavelength scatterers that generate narrow optical resonances, enabling applications in filtering, nonlinear optics, and molecular fingerprinting. It is highly desirable for these applications to incorporate such devices with multiple, high-quality-factor resonances; however, it can be challenging to obtain more than a pair of narrow resonances in a single plasmonic surface. Here, we demonstrate a multi-resonant metasurface that operates by extending the functionality of surface lattice resonances, which are the collective responses of arrays of metallic nanoparticles. This device features a series of resonances with high quality factors ($Q \approx 40$), an order of magnitude larger than what is typically achievable with plasmonic nanoparticles, as well as a narrow free spectral range. This design methodology can be used to better tailor the transmission spectrum of resonant metasurfaces and represents an important step towards the miniaturization of optical devices.

Plasmonic nanoparticles intrinsically support localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) that may be spectrally located from the visible regime to the mid-infrared [1, 2]. These resonances can easily be tailored by modifying the nanoparticle geometry, and this design flexibility has opened up the field of nanoplasmonics for applications in filtering [3, 4], colour generation [5–8], and, due to the large intrinsic nonlinearities of metals, nonlinear optics [9–11]. More recently, gold nanoparticles have been used as meta-atom building blocks in metamaterials and metasurfaces that exploit the tunability of LSPRs [12–16].

Despite this versatility, applications that feature plasmonic particles are limited by the inherent absorption loss of metals, which results in low quality factors ($Q \ll 10$) in the optical regime [17, 18]. Recently, surface lattice resonances (SLRs) have emerged as an alternative method to obtain narrow-band resonances in plasmonic systems [18–21]. These resonances appear in surfaces consisting of periodic arrays of metal nanoparticles, and they feature $Q$ factors that are typically much higher than their LSPR counterparts, experimentally achieving quality factors on the order of $Q > 100$ [22, 23], with numerical predictions exceeding 2000 [24]. These large quality factors are advantageous to many practical applications of plasmonic devices, particularly in nonlinear optics. Indeed, SLR metasurfaces have already been shown to enhance nonlinearities [25–28], and they have been implemented in lasers [23, 29, 30] and nonlinear spectroscopy applications [31].

Many applications have been shown to benefit strongly from the existence of multiple simultaneous resonances [32], such as molecular fingerprinting [33], fluorescence imaging [34], heads-up display technologies [5, 35, 36] or nonlinear applications, such as in frequency mixing [37–39] or frequency comb generation [40, 41]. Multiple simultaneous resonances are usually enabled by the hybridization of LSPRs such as in nanoparti-
Figure 1: a) Schematic of the metasurface under investigation, consisting of rectangular gold nanoparticles in a rectangular array and cladded by a thin silica cladding layer. b) In a homogeneous medium, an incident plane wave (solid arrows) excites a surface lattice resonance. Here, every dipole is excited, scatters, and excites its neighbours (dashed blue arrows). c) A thin cladding layer \( \h \) on the order of a few wavelengths) confines additional resonance modes, providing another coupling channel between the dipoles (dashed red arrows). For clarity, the illustrated dashed arrows in parts b-c indicate the light scattered from only the middle incident arrow.

Particle dimers and trimers \([37, 42]\), by using asymmetric particles \([34, 36]\), or through the use of multiple different materials \([35]\). More recent developments include the hybridization of multiple surface lattice resonances by incorporating multiple particles within a single unit cell \([43]\), among many other approaches in coupling both localized and delocalized responses \([32]\). However, to date high-Q SLR metasurface designs have only supported one or two simultaneous SLRs \([43, 44]\), typically owing to the number of degrees of freedom in a two-dimensional plane \([44]\). Here, we show that a metasurface consisting of a metallic nanoparticle array cladded by a thin transparent layer may exhibit multiple hybrid high-Q SLR cavity modes.

In a periodically arranged array of plasmonic metal atoms (Fig 1a), individual LSPRs strongly couple to form a hybridized collective lattice mode. This mode corresponds to the first-order diffraction mode of the array, which consists of a pair of counter-propagating surface modes in the plane of the array (Fig 1b). The lattice response is often modeled using the coupled-dipole method (CDM) or the lattice-sum approach (LSA), which calculate the effective polarizability induced in a single particle of the array by taking into account the change in the local field felt by the particle due to the light re-scattered from all the other dipoles in the lattice \([19, 20]\). The explicit form of this lattice sum therefore depends strongly on the specific arrangement of the dipoles and their respective coupling channels (see Methods). For light at normal incidence to the surface and polarized along the \( x \) axis, an orthogonal lattice periodicity \( P_y \), and a homogeneous background refractive index of \( n \), the LSA predicts that the resonance frequency of this mode is to be found at about \( \lambda \approx nP_y \). The \( Q \) factor and extinction ratio of this resonance depend on the polarizability (and, therefore, the dimensions) of the individual nanoparticles \([24]\). The SLR wavelength has also been shown to depend on the nanoparticle dimension \([20]\).

An interesting situation arises when a wavelength-scale transparent film is deposited on top of the periodic lattice. Figure 2a compares the transmission spectra calculated using full-wave simulations for a metasurface composed of a rectangular array of gold nanoparticles in a homogeneous medium and a metasurface with a finite 2.5-µm-thick silica \((\text{SiO}_2)\) cladding. The particle dimensions are \( L_x = 200 \) nm by \( L_y = 130 \) nm, and the thickness of the gold layer is only \( t = 20 \) nm. The rectangular lattice parameters are \( P_y = (1550 \text{ nm})/n \approx 1060 \text{ nm} \) and \( P_x = 500 \) nm. In the usual situation with an infinitely thick cladding layer, we expect only the broad \((Q \approx 4)\) LSPR with a resonance wavelength at 1100 nm and the narrow \((Q \approx 150)\) SLR at \( \lambda = 1550 \) nm to appear. However, when there is a finite cladding thickness, a plurality of hybrid resonance modes emerge. In particular, the SLR remains unchanged, and the hybrid resonances nearest to the nanoparticle’s LSPR wavelength have both the highest \( Q \) factors and extinction ratios. The \( Q \) factor (as estimated from the full-width at half maximum) of the SLR remains at about 150, and the \( Q \) factor for the narrowest hybrid resonance is about 100.

To further investigate the origin of these new resonances, we perform additional numerical calculations (Figs. 2b – c). First, we perform finite-difference time-domain simulations for various top-cladding thicknesses \( h \). Without any cladding (i.e., \( h = 0 \)), the SLR mode is not supported, as expected \([18, 20]\). As we gradually increase \( h \), we also observe an increasing number of resonances in the transmission spectrum. Additionally, the most pronounced resonances continue to appear near the nanoparticle resonance, around \( \lambda = 1100 \) nm. Next, we perform the same calculations using the LSA. Here, the effect of a finite cladding layer can be taken into account by adding a coupling term between the dipoles due to reflection occurring at the superstrate-air interface (see Fig 1c). The LSA model presented in Fig. 2c is in excel-
Figure 2: a) Full-wave simulations of transmission spectra of a periodic lattice of gold nanoparticles in a homogeneous environment (dashed line) and with a cladding layer of finite thickness (solid line). b) Transmission spectra as a function of cladding thickness calculated using 3D-FDTD. Additional resonances with higher quality factors appear as the thickness of the cladding increases. c) Corresponding transmission spectra calculated using the lattice sum approach. d) Near-field profiles of resonances indicated in (a) for a 2.5 µm-thick cladding layer (solid red box) and for an infinitely thick cladding layer (dashed blue box).

Figure 3: a) Bright-field optical microscope image of the metasurface. b) Helium ion microscope image of the metasurface prior to cladding deposition.
of $400 \times 400 \, \mu m^2$, $500 \times 500 \, \mu m^2$, and $600 \times 600 \, \mu m^2$. Figure 3 shows images of the metasurface before the final cladding deposition step. To isolate the effect of the lattice configuration from that of the nanoparticle dimensions, we also fabricated a matching set of devices with identical nanoparticles in the same orientation, but in a rotated lattice configuration (i.e., $P_x = 1060 \, nm$ by $P_y = 500 \, nm$). Finally, we also fabricated another different series of devices that support SLR at $\lambda = 1550 \, nm$ (i.e., $P_x = 400 \, nm$ by $P_y = 1060 \, nm$). In these devices, the particle number was held constant, resulting in total array sizes of $320 \times 400 \, \mu m^2$, $400 \times 500 \, \mu m^2$, and $480 \times 600 \, \mu m^2$.

Figure 4 displays the transmittance through these devices as a function of wavelength. The resonances are present in all devices, in good agreement with the simulations. In devices where $P_y = 1060 \, nm$, the SLR appears around the design wavelength of $\lambda = 1550 \, nm$. The resonances with the highest extinction ratio appear near the LSPR, as predicted by the simulations. Notably, the sharpest hybrid resonance has a $Q$ factor of 40, an order of magnitude larger than that of the individual nanoparticles. In every device, both the extinction ratios and the $Q$ factors of the resonances increase as a function of array size. Finally, in the array with the rotated lattice configuration, the SLR does not appear at $\lambda = 1550 \, nm$, as expected (Fig. 4b).

The plasmonic metasurface described above supports multiple resonances with $Q$ factors that are an order of magnitude larger than those associated with the LSPRs of the individual nanoparticles. The resulting hybrid modes propagate along trajectories described by the LSA method, and may be interpreted as higher-order diffraction modes that are confined by the upper boundary [45]. Full-wave simulations show that, despite their differing trajectories, the different resonances possess similar field profiles on the surface of the nanoparticle, with good spatial overlap. These types of multi-resonant surfaces could be exploited for applications in optical frequency mixing, which would benefit from the combination of the strong nonlinearities of metals, strong field overlap, and the modification of the local density of states of high-quality resonances. The location and number of resonances is determined by the lattice spacing and the thickness of the top-cladding layer, and can be rapidly predicted using the modified LSA. As the array size increases, the devices perform better, manifesting higher $Q$ factors and deeper extinction ratios. We note that the simulation, which treats an “infinitely periodic” array, exhibits the narrowest and deepest resonances, suggesting that larger arrays could display even better performance, as has been explored in Ref. [46].

The effect of combining a Fabry-Pérot (FP) microcavity with plasmonic nanoparticles has already been thoroughly investigated in the literature [47–50]. Typically, lattice parameters are deeply sub-wavelength such that the metasurface may be treated as an effective reflective boundary in an asymmetric FP cavity. This modeling approach does not work in our case due to the emergence of diffraction orders. In a more recent implementation [50], an SLR is hybridized with the propagating eigenmodes of a higher-index slab waveguide. In our approach, the cladding layer possesses the same refractive index as the substrate, and so would not support any propagating slab modes.
modes in the absence of the metasurface. Therefore, our method, which capitalizes on the periodic structure of the lattice to exploit the highest-\(Q\) resonances, is based on a fundamentally novel resonance mechanism. Its functionality can also be further expanded by combining with other multi-resonance mechanisms, such as by employing unit cells that contain more than a single nanoparticle [43].

One interesting consequence of this resonance mechanism is that the free spectral range (FSR) of this device may turn out to be much narrower than that of an equivalent FP resonator. An FP etalon formed of 2.5 \(\mu\)m of silica glass is predicted to have an FSR of \(\Delta \nu_{\text{FSR}} = \frac{c}{2n_{\text{air}} L} = 42\) THz (corresponding to \(\Delta \lambda_{\text{FSR}} = 185\) nm near \(\lambda = 1150\) nm). However, our devices all demonstrate a much narrower FSR of \(\Delta \nu_{\text{FSR}} = 22.8\) THz (i.e., \(\Delta \lambda_{\text{FSR}} = 94\) nm). This platform therefore provides a method with which one may relax the restrictions on device size for a given desired free spectral range.

If what is actually desired is to suppress this multi-resonance mechanism, our work tells us that the cladding layer needs to be much thicker than what is typically used, for example, to enable high-quality photonic integrated circuits (e.g., Ref. [51]). Indeed, the simulations in Fig. 2 show that a wavelength-scale cladding layer is insufficiently thick to suppress the additional modes, and that the presence of this layer needs to be taken into account for SLR metasurfaces with a finite cladding.

The approach presented above can be used to design the highest \(Q\)-factor multi-resonant metasurfaces that incorporate plasmonic materials, which is desirable for nonlinear applications. These devices feature a simple fabrication procedure, can be composed using common, non-exotic materials, and may be trivially scaled to other operating wavelengths of interest, particularly at longer wavelengths where dielectric stacks become prohibitively thick for standard deposition methods.

**Methods**

**Simulations**

Full-wave simulations were performed using a commercial three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (3D-FDTD) solver. A single unit cell was simulated using periodic boundary conditions in the in-plane dimensions and perfectly matched layers in the out-of-plane dimension. The structures were created using fully dispersive optical material properties for silica [52] and for gold [53]. Minimal artificial absorption (\(\text{Im}(n) \sim 10^{-4}\)) was added to the background medium to reduce numerical divergences.

The lattice sum approach is a simplified variant of the discrete-dipole approximation method [54]. The version of the LSA code that was used to compute the figures in this manuscript can be found at Ref. [55]. The LSA differs from the DDA in that it assumes an infinite array of identical dipoles (\(\vec{p}_i = \vec{p}_k = \vec{\rho}\)) [56]. Under these assumptions, the dipole moment \(\vec{\rho}\) of any particle in the array can be written as

\[
\vec{\rho} = \frac{\epsilon_0 \alpha E_{\text{inc}}}{1 - \alpha \mathcal{S}} \equiv \epsilon_0 \alpha^* \vec{E}_{\text{inc}},
\]

where the effect of inter-particle coupling is incorporated in the lattice sum \(\mathcal{S}\), and \(\alpha^*\) is the effective polarizability. For arrays with in-plane coupling, the lattice sum term \(\mathcal{S}_\text{in}\) is simply

\[
\mathcal{S}_\text{in} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \exp(ikr_j) \frac{k^2 \sin^2 \theta_j}{r_j^3} + \frac{(1 - ikr_j)(3 \cos^2 \theta_j - 1)}{r_j^2},
\]

where the sum extends over the \(N\) nearest neighboring dipoles, \(r_j\) is the distance to the \(j\)th dipole, and \(\theta_j\) is the angle between \(r_j\) and the dipole moment \(\vec{\rho}\). The simulation in Fig. 2 considers all \(N = 680,000\) particles found in the largest (i.e., \(600 \times 600 \mu\)m\(^2\)) array.

For the situation where particles may also optically couple back into the array via scattered fields reflected at the superstrate-air interface, the total lattice sum term is modified by an additional contribution:

\[
\mathcal{S} = \mathcal{S}_\text{in} + \mathcal{S}_\text{FP}.
\]

The lattice sum term \(\mathcal{S}_\text{FP}\) for arrays with out-of-plane (Fabry-Pérot type) coupling takes the form

\[
\mathcal{S}_\text{FP} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} R_j \exp(ikd_j) \frac{k^2 \sin^2 \theta_j}{d_j^3} + \frac{(1 - ikd_j)(3 \cos^2 \theta_j - 1)}{d_j^2},
\]

where \(h\) is the thickness of the upper cladding, \(d_j = 2\sqrt{r_j^2/4 + h^2}\), and \(R_j\) are the appropriate Fresnel amplitude reflection coefficients. A similar approach to this structure can be found in Refs. [57,58]. Once the particle polarizabilities are known, the optical extinction spectra can be obtained by solving for Eqs. (2)–(4) and using the optical theorem, \(\text{Ext} \propto k \text{Im}(\alpha^*)\) [59].
Fabrication
The metasurfaces are fabricated using a standard metal lift-off process and a positive tone resist bi-layer. We start with a fused silica substrate, and define the pattern using electron-beam lithography with the help of a commercial conductive polymer. The mask was designed using shape-correction proximity error correction [60] to correct for corner rounding. Following development, gold is deposited using thermal evaporation. The final silica cladding layer is deposited using sputtering. The backside of the silica substrate is coated with an anti-reflective coating to minimize substrate-related etalon fringes.

Characterization
The samples are excited using a collimated tungsten-halogen light source. The incident polarization is controlled using a broadband linear polarizing filter. The entire sample is illuminated, and the transmission from a single device is selected using a variable aperture. The transmission spectrum is measured using a diffraction-grating-based optical spectrum analyzer, and is normalized to a background trace of the substrate without gold nanostructures.
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function LSA_FP
% After setting the inputs (Input), calculates the lattice sums for a periodic
% array consisting of Lorentzian scatterers (plasmonic nanoparticles). In
% addition, the code also considers an additional coupling mechanism
% between the particles via reflection of the scattered field at the
% superstrate-air interface:

% By Mikko J. Huttunen and Orad Reshef
% Last edited, 28.6.2019
%
% Code to calculate transmission spectra of nanoparticle lattices, where an
% additional coupling mechanism is included due to reflection from a top interface.
% The code can be used to either
% 1) Calculate a single transmission spectrum
% 2) Sweep over the cladding thickness (Tc) to make 2D transmission spectra
%
% Calculations are based on the lattice sum approach. Please find the
% details from the related papers. Users of this code are kindly requested
% to acknowledge and cite its original description and use in this work.
% polarization dependence of surface lattice resonances with out-of-plane
% Menard J.M., Dolgaleva K., Boyd R. W. Multi-resonant high-Q plasmonic
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% USER INPUT %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 1. Lattice, particle and simulation parameters
Input.lambda_peak=1085*1e-9; % LSPR center wavelength // 1085 nm
Input.p=[500 1060]*1e-9; % Lattice periodicity // 500 nm x 1060 nm
Input.Njj=[400 ; 900]; % [Nx ; Ny ] % Array sizes // 400 particles x 900 particles
TC=[0.0:0.025:5]*1e-6; % Cladding thickness // 0...6 microns
0.0:0.025:5 % may be a single value % or a vector range

% wavelength scan range
Input.lambda_min = 800e-9; % Min wavelength // 600 nm
Input.lambda_max = 1600e-9; % Max wavelength // 1600 nm
lambda_inc = 2.5e-9; % Wavelength increments // 2.5 nm
Input.range.wl=Input.lambda_min:lambda_inc:Input.lambda_max;

% Dispersive refractive index for SiO2 cladding (Malitson & Sellmeyer):
wl_mu=Input.range.wl*1e6; % lambda in microns
n_squared=1+0.6961663.*wl_mu.^2./(wl_mu.^2-0.0684043^2)+... %
0.4079426.*wl_mu.^2./(wl_mu.^2-0.1162414^2)+... %
0.8974794.*wl_mu.^2./(wl_mu.^2-9.896161^2);
Input.n_disp=sqrt(n_squared).';

% Optionally, uncomment if you would like dispersionless cladding:
% Input.n=1.445; % refractive index
% Input.n_disp=Input.n;
% conversion_factor=1239.84187e-9;  % conversion factor for wl in nm to output in eVs
Input.range.eV=conversion_factor./Input.range.wl;

%% 2. Calculation of the sweep
tic
calc_count=1;
Tot_calcs=length(TC);
Transmission2D = zeros(length(TC), length(Input.range.wl));
for ii=1:length(TC)
    [~,Result(ii)] = Calculate_dipole_sum_Mres_fit_sub(TC(ii),Input);
    calc_count=calc_count+1;
    Transmission2D(ii,:)=Result(ii).T;
end

toc_end=toc;
if ~mod(ii,10)  % only show every 10th calculation status
    disp(['Calculating ', num2str(calc_count-1) '/ ', num2str(Tot_calcs), ' ', num2str(round(toc_end/ii*(length(TC)-ii))) ' sec remaining.'])
end

%% 3. save calcs:
Save_calculations()

%% 4. Plot results:
close all
if length(TC)>1
    % 2D transmission plots
    fig = figure;
    set(fig, 'defaultAxesFontSize', 18) % Makes font bigger
    surf(rot90(Input.range.wl,2)*1e9, TC*1e6, squeeze(Transmission2D))
    view(2)
    shading flat
    axis tight
    caxis([0 1])
    ylabel('cladding thickness (\mu{}m)')
    hot_inv=colormap(flipud(hot));
    colormap(hot_inv)
    c = colorbar;
    c.Label.String = 'transmittance';
    caxis([0 1])
else
    % 1D transmission plots
    fig = figure;
    set(fig, 'DefaultLineWidth', 2, 'defaultAxesFontSize', 18) % Makes lines thick, font bigger
    plot(rot90(Input.range.wl,2)*1e9, squeeze(Transmission2D), 'k')
    ylabel('transmittance')
    xlim([Input.lambda_min Input.lambda_max]*1e9)
    ylim([0 1.1])
end
xlabel('wavelength (nm)')
function Save_calculations()
% make filename and save calcs.
if length(TC) == 1
    savename=['Result_Nx' num2str(Input.Njj(1)) '_Ny' num2str(Input.Njj(2)) ...
           '_px' num2str(Input.p(1)*1e9) ...
           '_py' num2str(Input.p(2)*1e9) '_TC' num2str(TC(1)*1e9) ...
           '_LSPR' num2str(Input.lambda_peak*1e9)];
else
    savename=['Result_Nx' num2str(Input.Njj(1)) '_Ny' num2str(Input.Njj(2)) ...
           '_px' num2str(Input.p(1)*1e9) ... 'N' num2str(Input.Njj(1))
           '_py' num2str(Input.p(2)*1e9) '_TC' num2str(TC(1)*1e9) 'TC' num2str(TC(end)*1e9) ...
           '_LSPR' num2str(Input.lambda_peak*1e9)];
end
save(savename)
disp(['Saving file: ' savename])
end

function [Lattice,Result] = Calculate_dipole_sum_Mres_fit_sub(Tc,Input)
% Calculates the lattice sums, constructs polarizability and the Result structure
% containing the data.
Input.plotting=false;
lattice, and polarizabilities
wl_to_eV=1239.84187e-9; % conversion coefficient E (eV) = 1240nm/lambda(nm)
c=2.9979e8; % speed of light in vacuum
lambda=rot90(rot90(wl_to_eV./Input.range.eV(:)));
ki=Input.n dispensaries.*pi./lambda;

% enforce Njj to be even number, odd numbers break the method
for jj=1:length(Input.Njj)
    if mod(Input.Njj(jj),2)
        Input.Njj(jj)=Input.Njj(jj)+1;
    end
end

% 1. Calculate lattice sums:
[Lattice,~] = Calculate_lattice_sum_FP_sub(Input,k,Tc);
S_n_sum=(Lattice.S).'; % Lattice sum neglecting the interface effect
S_n_sum=(Lattice.S+Lattice.S_FP).'; % Lattice sum including the interface (F-P) effect

% rolling averaging to smooth the lattice sum
windowSize = 6;
b = (1/windowSize)*ones(1,windowSize);
S_n_sum = filter(b,1,S_n_sum);

% 2. Construct polarizability
lambda_peak=Input.lambda_peak; % LSPR center wavelength
Input.particle.tau=2.1e-15; % LSPR lifetime
gamma=1/(2*pi*Input.particle.tau);
A0=0.81e-5/(4*pi);
alpha_static=A0./(2*pi*c./lambda_peak-2*pi*c./lambda-1i*gamma);
% Long wavelength improvement [See T. Jensen, L. Kelly, A. Lazarides, and G. C. Schatz, %
Electrodynamics % of noble metal nanoparticles and nanoparticle clusters, J. Clust. Sci. 10, 295?317 %
(1999)]:
a=180e-9;  % 100...200e-9 particle dimension (radius of a %
'sphere'...)
alpha=alpha_static./(1-(2i/3*k.^3).*alpha_static-(k.^2./a).*alpha_static);

%% 3. Construct Result structure containing the data
alpha_star = 1./(1./alpha-S_n_sum);  % effective polarizability
ext = k.*imag(alpha_star);  % raw extinction
ext_scaled=ext./(Input.p(1)*Input.p(2)/(4*pi));  % scale extinction by dividing by the %
atomic number density and 4*pi (from cgs):
T=1-ext_scaled;  % transmission

% Make Result structure:
Result.lambda=lambda;
Result.S_n_sum=S_n_sum;
Result.T=T;
Result.alpha_lor=alpha;
Result.alpha_star=alpha_star;
Result.ext=ext;

%% 4. Plot (if needed) the lattice sums and particle polarizabilities
if Input.plotting
  f1=figure(12);
  set(f1,'position',[153 54 1461 846])
  % plot polarizabilities (alpha_lor) and lattice sums (S_n_sum)
  subplot(2,1,1)
  hold on
  plot(lambda*1e9,real(1./alpha),'-');  %
  plot(lambda*1e9,imag(1./alpha),':');
  Yaxis_lim=[-4*1e21 10*1e21];
  ylim([Yaxis_lim(1) Yaxis_lim(2)])
  xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')
  ylabel('Lattice sum (a.u.)')
  box on

  plot(lambda*1e9,real(S_n_sum),'r-')
  plot(lambda*1e9,imag(S_n_sum),'b:')
  xlim([min(lambda*1e9) max(lambda*1e9)])
  % plot transmission (T)
  subplot(2,1,2)
  hold on
  ax_ext=plot(lambda*1e9,T);
  xlim([min(lambda*1e9) max(lambda*1e9)])
  box on
  xlabel('Wavelength (nm)')
  ylabel('Transmission')
end
end

function [Lattice,S_n_sum_outFP] = Calculate_lattice_sum_FP_sub(Input,k,Tc)
% Calculates the lattice sum, which includes the term due to close-by interface.

n1=Input.n_disp;  % simplify the variable name of the refractive indexes
n2=1;  % assume that the medium above the interface is air

%% 1. Construct the Array position and angle variables X,R and Theta:
r_xi=linspace(0,Input.p(1)*(Input.Njj(1)-1),Input.Njj(1));
\[
    r_{xi} = \text{Input.p}(1) \times (\text{Input.Njj}(1) - 1) / 2 - \text{Input.p}(1) / 2; \quad \% \text{x-coordinates}
\]

\[
    r_{yi} = \text{linspace}(0, \text{Input.p}(2) \times (\text{Input.Njj}(\text{end}) - 1), \text{Input.Njj(\text{end})});
\]

\[
    r_{yi} = r_{yi} - \text{Input.p}(2) \times (\text{Input.Njj}(\text{end}) - 1) / 2 - \text{Input.p}(2) / 2; \quad \% \text{y-coordinates}
\]

\% build \text{Nx2 r_i} as output position vector
\[
    [R_i{1}, R_i{2}] = \text{meshgrid}(r_{xi}, r_{yi});
\]

\% for ii=1:2 % 3 for 3D
\[
    \text{Array.r_i}(:,ii) = \text{single}(R_i{ii}(1:end));
\]

\% \text{Arr.R} = \sqrt{\text{Array.r_i}(:,1)^2 + \text{Array.r_i}(:,2)^2};

\% remove zero \text{R}
\[
    R = \text{Arr.R}(\text{Arr.R} > 1e-12); \quad \% \text{remove zero R}
\]

\% remove \text{X} with zero \text{R}
\[
    X = \text{Array.r_i}(\text{Arr.R} > 1e-12, 1); \quad \% \text{remove X with zero R}
\]

\% angle between \text{x-axis} and the direction vector \text{r_i}
\[
    \Theta = \cos(\text{X}/R); \quad \% \text{angle between x-axis and the direction vector r_i}
\]

\% 2. Fabry-Perot interface term here:
\% if computer has a GPU, move variables into GPU memory:
\% if \text{gpuDeviceCount}
\[
    \text{Alpha1} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{atan2}(R/2, \text{Tc})]);
    \text{n1} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{single}(\text{n1})]);
    \text{R} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{single}(\text{R})]);
    \text{Tc} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{single}(\text{Tc})]);
    \text{k} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{single}(\text{k})]);
\]

\% else
\[
    \text{Alpha1} = \text{atan2}(R/2, \text{Tc}); \quad \% \text{incidence/reflection angle}
\]

\% 1. calculate angles at which particles can get coupled:
\[
    \text{ALPHA1} = \text{zeros}([\text{length}(\text{Alpha1}), \text{length}(\text{n1}), 'like', \text{Alpha1}]);
    \text{ALPHA1} = \text{repmat}(\text{Alpha1}, [1 \text{ size}(\text{n1},1) \text{ like}]); \quad \% \text{vectorize n1 into N1 [wavelengths, particles]}
\]

\[
    \text{N1} = \text{zeros}([\text{length}(\text{Alpha1}), \text{length}(\text{n1}), 'like', \text{Alpha1}]);
    \text{N1} = \text{repmat}(\text{n1}.' , [\text{size}(\text{Alpha1},1) 1]); \quad \% \text{vectorize n1 into N1 [wavelengths, particles]}
\]

\[
    \text{ALPHA2} = \sin(\text{complex}(\text{N1}.*\sin(\text{ALPHA1})./\text{n2}));
\]

\% 2. calculate a) the propagation factor and b) the phase term
\[
    \text{OPLtot} = \text{zeros}([\text{length}(<\text{R}>)],1, 'like', \text{Alpha1});
    \text{OPLtot} = 2.*\text{sqrt}((\text{R}/2).^2 + \text{Tc}.*\text{Tc}./2);\]

\[
    \text{Rp} = (\text{N1}.*\cos(\text{ALPHA1}) - \text{n2}.*\cos(\text{ALPHA2}))./(\text{N1}.*\cos(\text{ALPHA1}) + \text{n2}.*\cos(\text{ALPHA2}));
\]

\% next question is how well this approximates the real Green's function, mjh...

\% gather results from the GPU memory (if GPU is used):
\% if \text{gpuDeviceCount}
\[
    \text{S_n_sum_out} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{sum(SN_array)}]);
    \text{S_n_sum_outFP} = \text{gpuArray}([\text{sum(SN_FP_array)}]);
\]

\% else
\[
    \text{S_n_sum_out} = \text{sum(SN_array)};
    \text{S_n_sum_outFP} = \text{sum(SN_FP_array)};
\]

end
%% 3. compile results into Lattice structure:
Lattice.S=squeeze(S_n_sum_out);
Lattice.S_FP=squeeze(S_n_sum_outFP);
end